Intermediate Chapter Books
These titles are chapter books that are perfect for children who are moving past the beginning and easy
chapter books and moving ahead into more advanced reading. You can find them by typing the series
title into the search bar on the MORE website. The following titles are shelved in the Juvenile Fiction
section. Need help? Ask a librarian!

Anna and Elsa series (J DIS)
This book series follows Anna and Elsa on a number of adventures. Fans of Frozen will love these
books!
Disney Fairies series (J DIS)
Disney Fairies focuses on Tinker Bell and all of her fairy friends. These books introduce many new
characters and expand substantially upon the limited information that was previously known about
the fairies and their home of Neverland.
The Spiderwick Chronicles by Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black (J DIT)
These books chronicle the adventures of the Grace children, twins Simon and Jared and their older
sister Mallory, after they move into the Spiderwick Estate and discover a world of faeries that they
never knew existed.
The Hundred Dresses by Eleanor Estes (J EST)
Wanda Petronski is a Polish girl in a Connecticut school who is ridiculed by her classmates for
wearing the same faded blue dress every day. Wanda claims she has one hundred dresses at home,
but everyone knows she doesn’t and bullies her mercilessly. The class feels terrible when Wanda is
pulled out of the school, but by that time it’s too late for apologies. Maddie, one of Wanda’s
classmates, ultimately decides that she is "never going to stand by and say nothing again."
The Supernatural Rubber Chicken series by D. L. Garfinkle (J GAR)
Meet the world’s first superpower-granting, smart-alecky, supernatural rubber chicken! It all starts
when ten-year old twins Nate and Lisa discover a rubber chicken lying in a pile of their brother’s
dirty laundry. This rubber chicken ends up being able to give superpowers to those who touch him!
Sometimes he’s used for good; sometimes he gets into the wrong hands. This series is very goofy
and funny.
Spy School series by Stuart Gibbs (J GIB)
When Ben is asked to join the Academy of Espionage, he is absolutely thrilled. He heads off to the
boarding school, which his parents think is a science academy, in order to learn the ins and outs of
becoming a spy. Spy school turns out to be a lot harder and more dangerous than Ben thought it
could be, and he suddenly becomes involved in a plot to take down a double agent.
The Sneaky Pony series by Hadley Higginson (J HIG)
Keeker is a young girl who lives on a farm in Vermont with her mom and dad. She wishes for a pony,
and one day, Plum arrives. Plum was very happy on her old farm, lazing about and eating berries.
Plum has no idea who this pesky girl and why she always wants to ride her and play with her. We
hear Plum's thoughts in her head, as we would a human character. This series is about their
adventures together.

The Bailey School Kids series by Marcia T. Jones (J JON)
In each story, the Bailey School kids encounter a character, such as a school teacher, or custodian
who they believe may or may not be a mythical being. Some of these beings could be a vampire,
cupid, or the Lochness Monster. The reader is left guessing whether or not the character is just a
regular human or if they really are the mythical being. Fun reads!
Katie Kazoo series by Nancy E. Krulik (J KRU)
Katie Carew is your typical puppy loving, pizza eating, camp going, jump rope playing fourth grade
girl. One night, after a particularly awful day in third grade, Katie wished she could be anybody but
herself. There happened to be a shooting star that night because her wish came true in the form of
the magic wind. Now, when the magic wind strikes, Switcheroo! Katie is turned into another person
or animal, and usually causes trouble for whoever it is she has turned into.
Myth-o-Mania by Kate McMullan (J MCM)
These books are never identical to the original Greek myth, as they always put Hades in a positive
light and claim that Zeus is a liar and made up the original myths in order to promote himself. The
traditional hero of the myth, such as Theseus or Hercules, is usually portrayed as a fool or an oaf.
Hades has to help the hero complete the quest. These are often very humorous books, especially
for those who like Greek mythology.
The Rainbow Magic series by Daisy Meadows (J MEA)
This series includes a number of different sub-series. They all relate to different types of fairies,
such as the Jewel Fairies, Earth Fairies, Pet Fairies, and more. Fairyland is home to all of these
fairies, and they each set out on their own adventures. Many of the fairies are sisters.
Amelia Bedelia series by Herman Parish (J PAR)
If you enjoy the picture books, you’ll enjoy the chapter books. This series focuses on Amelia when
she was a young girl. These books include short, fast-paced chapters, tons of friends, silly situations,
and funny wordplay and misunderstandings (in true Amelia Bedelia form). These books are an ideal
choice for readers of the Ivy and Bean, Magic Tree House, and Judy Moody books.
A to Z Mysteries series by Ron Roy (J ROY)
These books follow the adventures of three child detectives, Donald David "Dink" Duncan, Josh
Pinto, and Ruth Rose Hathaway. They are nine years old and live in Green Lawn, a fictional town in
Connecticut. They solve the mysteries that keep popping up around them. Those who like this
would also like Capital Mysteries and the Calendar Mysteries by the same author.
The Never Girls series by Kiki Thorpe (J THO)
This book series focuses on four friends who suddenly find themselves in Neverland. They travel
back and forth between our world and Neverland, and they make friends with the fairies of
Neverland (the most well-known fairy being Tinker Bell!).
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